
Landscape Design

Layers upon layers of information coming to life



Form and Function



Property 
dimensions
Getting an accurate account for the 
true property lines is the start to an 
accurate design.

Length

Width

Angles

Curves

Take note of full property to be 
considered. Often the right-of-
way is not depicted on original 
plan



House
Any existing structures on the property 
also need to be represented with 
accuracy.

House

Walkways

Patios

Pools

Driveway

Take note of post construction 
modifications and dimensions 
not on original plan



Existing material
Trees, shrubs, and fences should be 
depicted on the drawing so the design 
will reflect what will remain on the 
property at the time of debris removal 
and installation. 



Pathways
Often, pathways are enhanced or 
increased in the commissioned 
design. 

Allow for access for small trailers 
or wagons. 

Use mulched or rock groundcover 
to extend paved areas for a 
lower cost

Indicate what material will be used 
for walkways



Color-blocking 
ideas
Create a concept plan before you 
narrow into the details of plant size 
and selection. This stage can help 
flush out potential problems that arise 
later in the design. 



Review / blank 
slate
Keep in mind the blank slate. Each 
choice is just that, a choice. There are 
many options when looking at a 
somewhat blank slate. Each choice is 
an opportunity to build upon the 
existing characteristics of that area to 
bring out desired features. Work with 
the land and species that grow there. 

Less can be worth more

Unify clusters of similar material

Keep maintenance habits in mind



Layer 1    -   Trees

● Shade / Transpiration

○ Height, width, strength of wood

● Flowering / Fruiting

○ Season, human or animal 

benefit

● Nesting / Food source / Protection

○ Density, # animals seeking this 

food, thorns



Layer 2   -   Shrubs

Soil, water and light preferences

Growth rate and mature size

Foliage color and texture

Season of bloom, if any

Bloom color and size

Ecological relationship



Layer 3  -  
Wildflowers

Soil, water and light preferences

Growth rate and maintenance

Foliage color and texture

Season of bloom

Bloom color and size

Ecological relationship



Key of information
The key and short description help 
relay information useful to the 
contractor for bidding on an 
installation, or for the ARC review 
board to know the specifics of the 
intended design. 

Most of my designs incorporate plant 
material people are not familiar with. 
Botanical names assist with any 
google searches to find images and 
detailed information.

This key often displays the level of 
biodiversity being added to the 
landscape. 



Property
Full dimensions, including easement 
and street interface. 



House 
Specific dimensions of the house, 
patio and driveway are included. The 
position of the home is also helpful 
with the overall design since our sun 
shifts from summer to winter, with the 
North side of the house receiving 
structural shade. 



Existing 
Locate specific, permanent items in 
the landscape. 



Pathways
Get creative. Imagine yourself, your 
friends, your mailperson and trash 
collectors. How can they best use the 
landscape as well?



Color Blocking
Play with:

Height

Depth

Screens

Stairs

Color

Keep in mind:

Space

Access

Maintenance



Plants
Make the individual plant selections.

Soil, water and light preferences

Growth rate and mature size

Foliage color and texture

Season of bloom

Bloom color and size

Ecological relationship



Key
Information is the key. What are the 
specifics of the drawing if it were to be 
handed off and interpreted by 
someone else?
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